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This document regulates the requirements for a sambo backnumber to be used at the FIAS official events.

I. REQUIREMENTS ON BACKNUMBER MANUFACTURING

1.1 Appearance
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1.2 Sizes and application

a) a backnumber should be a horizontal rectangle of the size 20x35 centimeters;
b) an athlete name should be located at the top of the backnumber;
c) for last name application maximum of 15 characters may be used (including letters, spaces, and dots);
d) a country code is located in the bottom half of the backnumber;
e) a name and a country code are centered on a backnumber and the font Arial Black is applied (PANTONE Black).
The main sizes of a backnumber are present in the Appendix 1.

1.3 Fabric characteristics

a) material – is thin, matte, opaque, synthetic fabric;
b) (GSM) density: not less than 140 but not more than 200 g/m²;
c) durability – high;
d) thickness of 0.1-0.4 mm;
e) wear resistance – high;
f) color – white (PANTONE White);
g) color permanence – high;
h) texture of the fabric is homogeneous, smooth, soft;
i) so that the fabric fibers do not come unplaited, the edges of a backnumber must be heat treated (soldered);
j) the edges of a backnumber should not be rough or sharp;
k) health-friendly substances shall be used for the production of a backnumber;
l) any coating of a backnumber shall be resistant to abrasion and deformation and shall not be painted.

II. MANUAL FOR APPLICATION (SEWING TECHNIQUES)
a) backnumber should be located on the back of the SAMBO jacket in the center, at a distance of 3 cm from the bottom of the collar;
b) a backnumber is sewn with white thread using a sewing machine;
c) the sewing line should be straight and run along the outer edges of a backnumber 3-5 mm from the edge;
d) after application on the jacket, a backnumber should not have wrinkles.

Manual
Appendix 1

The general sizes of a backnumber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (cm)</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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